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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates generally to GNSS receiv-
ers and methods of operating the GNSS receivers to re-
duce both time to first fix and receiver radio frequency
(RF) bandwidth.

Background Information

[0002] When acquiring GNSS satellite signals, receiv-
ers perform searches that involve uncertainties related
to satellite selection, Doppler frequency and receiver os-
cillator frequency. Generally, the search involves cycling
through all possible satellite selections, and for each sat-
ellite successively trying possible frequencies and code
phase delays in an attempt to obtain frequency and code
lock with the satellite signal At each combination of fre-
quency and code phase delay, the receiver determines
correlation power to check if the satellite signal has been
acquired. The process must be performed for each sat-
ellite in the search strategy, since each satellite transmits
a unique code and is associated with a different relative
motion with respect to the receiver. This exhaustive
search is thus time consuming.
[0003] The uncertainties related to satellite selection
could be solved by use of a valid Almanac of orbiting
satellites, the true time of day from a clock driven by the
receiver oscillator, and an approximate location of the
receiver. From the Almanac, the time and the position
information, the receiver can determine the satellites in
view and compute their expected Doppler frequency off-
sets. However most receivers, after a power down cycle,
do not maintain a valid position or a sufficiently accurate
time. Without the Almanac, accurate time and also a valid
position, the receiver must cycle through all possible sat-
ellites, in its search strategy, as discussed above. Even
with the Almanac and sufficiently accurate time and po-
sition information, the search is still subject to clock fre-
quency uncertainties, which makes even a more limited
search strategy time consuming. Further, if the receiver
has moved during power down, the retained position may
no longer be sufficiently valid for the computation of sat-
ellites in view and/or expected Doppler frequency.
[0004] The uncertainties related to Doppler frequency
and receiver oscillator frequency require that the search-
es are extended by 6 4kHz for Doppler and 6 12kHz for
oscillator frequency. The magnitude of the oscillator fre-
quency uncertainty is a function of the type of oscillator
or timing crystal used in the receiver. The more precise
(and usually more costly) the oscillator is, the less uncer-
tainty there is in its generated frequency. The typical os-
cillators used in GNSS receivers have between 5 to 10
parts per million (ppm) frequency uncertainty due to tem-
perature and aging affects, and 10 ppm equates to ad-

ditional 616kHz Doppler uncertainty.
[0005] Contending with either or both of the Doppler
and oscillator frequency and phase uncertainties results
in a longer time to first: fix (TTFF), which is the time re-
quired by a GNSS receiver to achieve : a position solution
and typically involves acquiring and tracking the signals
from at least four GNSS satellites. The oscillator frequen-
cy uncertainty further requires a wider radio frequency
(RF) bandwidth for tracking, which adversely affects the
tracking of weaker satellite signals due to increased sus-
ceptibility to RF interfering signals.
[0006] To reduce the TTFF, known prior GPS receiv-
ers, such as the receiver described in United States Pat-
ent 5,663,735 to Eshenbach, may utilize data that are
modulated onto special purpose radio signals, such as,
for example, time announcements that are modulated
onto National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) radio signals. The GPS receivers utilize the time
announcements to determine a transition time between
two data bits modulated onto a GPS satellite signal that
is being acquired and, in turn, determine GPS time. Fur-
ther, the GPS receivers may also use frequency infor-
mation that is modulated onto the NIST radio signal to
remove the uncertainty in the receiver oscillator frequen-
cy, although the phase uncertainties of the oscillator driv-
en clock remain. One of the problems with such GPS
receivers, however, is that the NIST radio signals may
not be available at certain locations. Further, even if NIST
radio signals are available, the content modulated onto
the signals does not provide information that the GPS
receiver can use directly to estimate its location.
[0007] The receivers described in US 2003/068977 A1
utilize special purpose cellular network signals with pre-
cise frequencies that are provided by a cellular
[0008] The system described in US 20051184905 de-
modulates a signal transmitted by a public communica-
tion station (radio, television station) to determine the sta-
tion ID, consults a lookup table to determine the physical
location of transmitter, and uses the location of the trans-
mitter as an initial location for the receiver. Said system
is only able to localize the receiver position to within an
uncertainty area of the broadcast range of the transmit-
ting antenna (TV, Radio). Accordingly, the system can
determine what satellites may be visible, but this does
not solve the larger problem of the initial oscillator fre-
quency error.
[0009] The system described in US 2006/0217130 us-
es overhead information modulated onto a wireless com-
munication system signal (cell phone signal) to determine
an initial position of the receiver as the location of the cell
identified in the signal. The initial position may be the
associated transmitting antenna (cell tower) or a cell
boundary location. Said system is only able to localise
the receiver position to within an uncertainty area of the
broadcast range of the transmitting cell system antenna
or to within the boundaries of the identified cell, and can
thus determine what satellites may be visible but this
does not solve the larger problem of the initial oscillator
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frequency error. network base station in order to deter-
mine a precise frequency offset value for a reference
oscillator.
[0010] The system described in US 2005/184905 de-
modulates a signal transmitted by a public communica-
tion station (radio, television station) to determine the sta-
tion ID, consults a lookup table to determine the physical
location of transmitter, and uses the location of the trans-
mitter as an initial location for the receiver. Said system
is only able to localize the receiver position to within an
uncertainty area of the broadcast range of the transmit-
ting antenna (TV, Radio). Accordingly, the system can
determine what satellites may be visible, but this does
not solve the larger problem of the initial oscillator fre-
quency error.
[0011] The system described in US 2006/0217130 us-
es overhead information modulated onto a wireless com-
munication system signal (cell phone signal) to determine
an initial position of the receiver as the location of the cell
identified in the signal. The initial position may be the
associated transmitting antenna (cell tower) or a cell
boundary location. Said system is only identified able to
localize the receiver position to within an uncertainty area
of the broadcast range of the transmitting cell system
antenna or to within the boundaries of the identified cell,
and can thus determine what satellites may be visible
but this does not solve the larger problem of the initial
oscillator frequency error.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] A GNSS receiver utilizes the properties of ex-
isting radiated signals of opportunity, such as AM or FM
radio signals, television signals and so forth, to reduce
the uncertainties associated with oscillator frequency
and the oscillator driven clock phase uncertainty. Further,
the GNSS receiver utilizes assistance in the form of a
stored Almanac orbiting satellite and battery backed-up
date and time, to reduce the uncertainties associated with
Doppler.
[0013] The GNSS receiver may also use the properties
of multiple signals of opportunity to determine the city or
local area in which the receiver is located in order to pro-
vide a sufficiently accurate position estimate (to within
100 kilometers) to enable the use of the Almanac. The
receiver may, for example, determine the city or local
area based on the set of signal frequencies, as discussed
in more detail below.
[0014] Once the city or local area in which the GNSS
receiver is located is known, the GNSS receiver may use
the nominal or published frequencies of the local signals
of opportunity to determine an estimate of oscillator fre-
quency offset. The GNSS receiver thus determines the
difference between the frequency of a signal of opportu-
nity at the remote receiver and the nominal frequency of
the signal of opportunity, and uses the difference as an
estimate of the oscillator frequency offset, to eliminate or
at least substantially reduce the associated 612kHz

search uncertainty.
[0015] In addition, the GNSS receiver may use the city
or area location information and the stored time and date
to enter the stored Almanac, and determine the satellites
in view thereby reducing the exhaustive satellite search
to searching only for the satellites currently visible. Fur-
ther, the receiver can also compute associated estimated
Doppler offsets, to eliminate or at least substantially re-
duce the 64kHz search extension for Doppler.
[0016] The time to first fix (TTFF) is thus reduced con-
siderably, since the receiver is searching only for visible
satillites, and the search windows need no longer accom-
modate the large uncertainties associated with Doppler
and oscillator frequency.
[0017] When tracking, the GNSS receiver may phase
lock to the carrier of the signal of opportunity, and use
the radio or television station clock to stabilize the receiv-
er oscillator. The GNSS receiver can then use a narrower
band during tracking, which allows the receiver to track
weaker GNSS signals.
[0018] The GNSS receiver may be included in a sys-
tem that utilizes a base GNSS receiver which has a
known position and sufficiently clear view of the sky over
at least a substantial portion of a local area. The base
GNSS receiver may provide navigation message data
and data symbol boundary information to the remote re-
ceiver. The remote receiver utilizes the data and bound-
ary information to perform data "wiping," which allows
use of longer integration periods during acquisition, and
thus, acquisition of weaker satellite signals. In addition,
the base GNSS receiver may provide the city or local
area information to the remote GNSS receiver as assist-
ance information, and the GNSS receiver can then de-
termine which signals of opportunity are in the area,
and/or use the information along with the stored time and
date to enter the Almanac. The base receiver may also
provide more precise broadcast frequencies of the local
signals of opportunity and/or locations of the transmitters
to the remote receivers for improved performance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] The invention description below refers to the
accompanying drawings, of which:

Fig. 1 is a functional block diagram of a GNSS re-
ceiver constructed in accordance with the invention;
and
Fig. 2 is a functional block diagram of a system con-
structed in accordance with the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN ILLUSTRATIVE EM-
BODIMENT

[0020] Referring to Fig. 1, a remote GNSS receiver 22
is illustrated connected to a communication network 24,
such as, for example, the internet or a private network,
through a connection 26, which may be wired (indicated
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by dotted line) or wireless. The remote receiver includes
one or more processors 20, an oscillator 25 and an os-
cillator driven time of day clock 21 that perform GNSS
signal acquisition and tracking and provide position so-
lutions in a known manner. In addition, the remote re-
ceiver includes a battery-backed real time clock (RTC)
27 that maintains the current time and date during power
down cycles and a memory 23 that contains an Almanac
of GNSS satellite information. The real time clock, which
operates in a known manner utilizing a low power oscil-
lator and low power timing keeping logic, maintains the
current time and date during power down cycles utilizing
relatively little battery power. The Almanac, which is good
for approximately 1 year without updating, and the cur-
rent time and date are utilized to reduce the time to first
fix, as discussed in more detail below.
[0021] The remote receiver 22 includes a radio fre-
quency (RF) front end 28 that receives signals from
GNSS satellites, represented collectively by reference
numeral 10 in the drawing, and also receives signals
broadcast from multiple high power radiators such as lo-
cal radio and television station transmitters, Beacon or
Loran transmitters, and so forth, which are represented
collectively by reference numeral 30 in the drawing. The
broadcast signals, which are selected due to their quality
of signal, known transmission locations, and continuous
broadcast, are "signals of opportunity," that is, signals
that are broadcast at various frequencies and for purpos-
es such as the transmission of random conversation or
dialog. This is in contrast to GNSS signals, for example,
which are broadcast at the same frequencies by the
GNSS satellites and carry particular codes. Further, in
contrast to known systems, the current system utilizes
properties of the signals of opportunity and does not uti-
lize the data or content of information modulated onto
the broadcast signals. The current system does not, for
example, utilize transmitted time of day information con-
tained in the broadcast signals. The high-power radiators
30 are referred to hereinafter as the "SOP transmitters."
[0022] The remote receiver 22 may utilize the signals
of opportunity directly to determine in which city or area
the receiver is located. The remote receiver thus scans
for the signals of opportunity and then checks which city
or local area has, for example, radio and television trans-
mitters that are transmitting using the same set of fre-
quencies.
[0023] The locations of the SOP transmitters 30 are
usually known or can be readily determined from the in-
formation provided by a registration authority, such as,
for example, the U.S. Federal Communications Commis-
sion or FCC. The information may be available, for ex-
ample, over the internet or the private network 24 or re-
tained in memory 23 as part of stored area maps. The
network 24 may also provide the remote receiver with a
list of usable local signals of opportunity, or the receiver
may select particular signals of opportunity, for example,
based on the field strengths of the signals at the receiver,
and/or the stability of the carrier frequencies, and so forth.

Alternatively, the list of usable local signals of opportunity
may be supplied to the receiver by a user over a user
interface (not shown), such as, for example, a keyboard
or screen. Similarly, the user may supply the locations
of the signal of opportunity transmitters to the receiver
over the user interface. In addition or in the alternative,
the user may provide the receiver with the city or local
area of operation.
[0024] Notably, the broadcast signals are of sufficiently
low frequency and higher signal power to have excellent
building penetration. Thus, the remote receiver need not
have a particularly good view of the sky, but instead must
have relatively good reception of the selected broadcast
signals of opportunity. Further, the use of such low fre-
quency signals allows the receivers to scan with config-
urable front end filters, such as charged capacitor filters
or digital FIR filters, to find the best signal of opportunity
candidates.
[0025] Once the remote receiver 22 has determined a
city or local area, and thus, an approximate location to
within at least 100 kilometers, the remote receiver may
use the stored almanac and the stored time and date
information to determine which satellites are then in view
and also estimate satellite Doppler frequency offsets.
This eliminates or substantially reduces the associated
64kHz uncertainty in searching for the GNSS satellite
signals.
[0026] The remote receiver may also utilize the signals
of opportunity to reduce the 6 12kHz uncertainty asso-
ciated with oscillator frequency offset. The receiver thus
determines the difference between the frequency to
which it tunes to receive a strong signal of opportunity
and the nominal, or published, frequency of the signal of
opportunity. One of the signals of opportunity may, for
example, be a radio station that nominally transmits at
1030 kHz, and the receiver may tune to a frequency that
differs slightly to receive the signal. The receiver then
uses the difference between the received and nominal
frequencies as an estimated receiver oscillator frequency
error or offset. The receiver may also do the same for
other local strong signals of opportunity and, based on
the average difference between the respective frequen-
cies at the receiver and the nominal frequencies, esti-
mate its oscillator frequency offset. The estimated offset
can then be used to essentially eliminate the associated
612kHz search window extension typically associated
with unknown oscillator offsets, though a time of day clock
phase uncertainty still exists.
[0027] The remote receiver can thus significantly re-
duce its time to first fix (TTFF) using the stored Almanac
and time and date information, and the oscillator frequen-
cy offset of the estimates that are based on local signals
of opportunity.
[0028] The remote receiver 22 can also phase lock to
the carrier of a local radio or television signal of oppor-
tunity, and use the radio or television station clock to sta-
bilize the receiver oscillator 25. For example, the remote
receiver may use the zero crossings or timing pulses of
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the television signals to stabilize the receiver oscillator.
The receiver can then use a narrower band tracking loop
to track weaker GNSS signals, since the signal-to-noise
ratio increases with the use of the narrower band. Further,
the receiver may utilize an inexpensive oscillator and still
achieve improved tracking, by remaining phase locked
to the local signal of opportunity.
[0029] Referring now to Fig. 2, a system for use with
the remote receiver 22 includes a base GNSS receiver
32 that has a clear view of the sky over at least a portion
of the area covered by the system and can readily acquire
and track GNSS satellite signals. The base receiver has
a known position, determined either from the GNSS sat-
ellite signals in view or, alternatively, during installation
by, for example, a hand-held GPS unit, a survey and/or
through use of topological maps. The base receiver ac-
quires and tracks the signals from the GNSS satellites in
view and may provide GNSS time and/or frequency in-
formation to the remote receiver, to assist the remote
receiver in reducing TTFF. The base GNSS receiver is
shown in the drawing connected to the communications
network 24. Alternatively, the base receiver 32 may be
configured to transmit signals directly to and/or receive
signals directly from the receiver 22.
[0030] Alternatively or in addition, the base GNSS re-
ceiver 32, with its oscillator synchronized to GNSS
frequency , may measure the exact broadcast frequen-
cies of the signals of opportunity and transmit the carrier
frequencies to the remote GPS receiver 22 either directly
or over the communications network 24. Using the fre-
quency information, the remote receiver can more pre-
cisely control the frequency of its oscillator by phase lock-
ing to the exact broadcast frequency of a strong signal
of opportunity.
[0031] Further, the use of the precise frequencies elim-
inates an associated Doppler frequency uncertainty.
Typically the AM/FM stations broadcast signals of oppor-
tunity at frequencies that are within a 1 or 2 parts per
million offset of their nominal broadcast allotted frequen-
cy. A 2 parts per million broadcast frequency error will
result in a 63kHz Doppler frequency uncertainty for ac-
quiring GNSS signals, and the use of the precise fre-
quencies as determined by the GNSS base station elim-
inates this uncertainty.
[0032] In addition, the base GPS receiver 32 may sup-
ply the Almanac to the remote receiver 22, such that the
remote receiver need not maintain the Almanac during
power down cycles. Also, the base GNSS receiver may
provide to the remote receiver navigation messages and
the data symbol boundaries for the respective GNSS sat-
ellites in view. The data symbol boundaries are the times
at which the data symbols in the navigation message are
transmitted by the GNSS satellites. Using the data sym-
bols and the symbol boundary information, the remote
receiver can "wipe" the data off of the received satellite
signals, that is, the receiver can compensate for the cor-
responding phase changes during condition operations.
The wiping allows the remote receiver to integrate cor-

relation measurements over longer periods, that is, inte-
grate beyond the data symbol boundary times. The re-
ceiver can thus acquire weaker GNSS signals, such as
signals that art weakened by multipath or are partially
blocked by buildings or foliage.
[0033] Also, the navigation messages may be made
available to the remote receiver at an earlier time than
the receiver can obtain the messages from the GNSS
satellite signals, and this allows the remote receiver to
more accurately determine the locations of the GNSS
satellites that are required to compute the position solu-
tion during the TTFF. Using the navigational messages,
the remote receiver can generally compute more accu-
rate satellite locations than the receiver can compute us-
ing the information from the Almanac.
[0034] The remote receiver 22 may also, or instead
utilize assistance information provided by the base re-
ceiver 32 in the form of satellites in view, ephemeris in-
formation, Doppler offsets, and so forth, to quickly deter-
mine position to within 150 meters based on received
GNSS signals and/or one or more signals of opportunity.
Using the assistance information, the remote receiver
need not then take the time to use the Almanac. The
remote receiver may also determine time of day to within
at least several microseconds based on the RTC time
and date information and using the properties of the sig-
nals of opportunity. Accordingly, the remote receiver
may, in addition to determining its oscillator clock fre-
quency offset as described, determine the phase offset
of its clock 21 and preposition its PRN code search based
upon the known times of code chip transmissions from
the GNSS satellites. The code search prepositioning re-
duces the code search from, for example, 1000 code
chips to 10 code chips, thereby reducing the time it takes
to perform the search. The code search prepositioning
is particularly useful for longer PRN codes.
[0035] The GNSS receiver and system described
herein have the advantage of reducing TTFF by utilizing
RTC time and, date, and as appropriate Almanac infor-
mation, along with the properties of broadcast signals of
opportunity and the known locations of the SOP trans-
mitters. The known locations of the SOP transmitters may
be trajectories rather than fixed locations. For example,
an SOP transmitter may transmit from a moving platform
such as an automobile, aircraft, ship or satellite, provided
that the location and the velocity vector of the transmitter
can be determined by the system. For a satellite trans-
mitter, for example, the orbital ephemeris parameters
must be readily available. The remote receivers may be
mobile or fixed-position receivers.
[0036] The receiver’s one or more processors may be
configured as a single processor, the operations of de-
termining position solutions and oscillator frequency off-
sets may be performed in hardware, software or
firmware, and the remote and base receivers include the
known hardware, software or firmware utilized to perform
the acquisition and tracking operations, including the
hardware, software or firmware to make correlation
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measurements, produce local codes and so forth. The
processors may be programmed to perform the opera-
tions and/or operate hardware, and so forth,with the pro-
grams provided as computer executable instructions on
computer readable media. The RTC may be replaced by
other known mechanisms that maintain time and date
during power down cycles. The RTC or mechanism may
alternatively or in addition be powered by alternative en-
ergy sources, such as, for example, a large capacitor.

Claims

1. A system for reducing the time to first fix position,
the system including:

a base GNSS receiver (32) adapted to acquire
and track GNSS satellite signals and to provide
assistance information;
a remote GNSS receiver (22) with
a radio frequency front end (28) adapted to re-
ceive GNSS satellite signals and signals of op-
portunity, the radio frequency front end (28) in-
cluding one or more configurable front end filters
adapted to scan broadcast signals of opportu-
nity and tune to selected signals of opportunity;
a means (26) adapted to receive assistance in-
formation from the base GNSS receiver (32);
an oscillator (25) adapted to be used in acquiring
and tracking the GNSS signals; and
one or more processors (20), adapted to proc-
ess the signals of opportunity and to estimate a
frequency offset for the oscillator (25) based on
a difference between the frequencies of one or
more of the received signals of opportunity as
determined by the front end (28) and broadcast
frequencies of the one or more selected signals
of opportunity, and to use the estimated oscilla-
tor frequency offset to reduce a search window
for acquiring the GNSS satellite signals,
wherein the assistance information is the broad-
cast frequencies of the signals of opportunity,
and the broadcast frequencies are determined
by the base GNSS receiver (32) when the base
GNSS receiver (32) is phase locked to a GNSS
frequency.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the remote receiver
(22) further includes

a means (21, 27) for maintaining current time
and date; and
the one or more processors (20) determine time
to within several microseconds of GNSS time
based on the maintained current time and a tim-
ing property of the signals of opportunity, and
preposition code searching based upon known
times of code chip transmissions from GNSS

satellites.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the one or more proc-
essors (22) determine the estimated location of the
receiver (22) based on the broadcast frequencies of
multiple signals of opportunity and signal of oppor-
tunity transmitter location information.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the remote receiver
(22) further includes a connection to a communica-
tions network (24), the network providing the signal
of opportunity transmitter location information to the
receiver over the connection.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the receiver (22) se-
lects the signals of opportunity from a list of usable
signals of opportunity.

6. The system of claim 4, wherein the network connec-
tion provides access to the internet.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein

the assistance information includes current time
and date, estimated city or area location infor-
mation and an Almanac, and
the one or more processors (20) determine sat-
ellites in view and associated estimated Doppler
offsets using the assistance information and uti-
lize the estimated offsets to reduce further re-
duce the search window.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the signals of oppor-
tunity are selected based on the field strengths of
the signals at the receiver and/or the stability of the
carrier frequencies.

Patentansprüche

1. System zum Minimieren der Zeit bis zur ersten Po-
sitionserkennung, das folgendes aufweist:

einen GNSS-Basisempfänger (32), der zum Er-
fassen und Verfolgen von GNSS-Satellitensig-
nalen und zum Bereitstellen von Assistenzinfor-
mationen eingerichtet ist;
einen GNSS-Fernempfänger (22) mit
einer Hochfrequenzvorstufe (28), die dazu ein-
gerichtet ist, GNSS-Satellitensignale und Op-
portunitätssignale zu empfangen, wobei die
Hochfrequenzvorstufe (28) einen oder mehrere
konfigurierbare Vorstufenfilter aufweist, die zum
Abtasten gesendeter Opportunitätssignale und
zum Abstimmen auf ausgewählte Opportuni-
tätssignale eingerichtet sind;
einem Mittel (26), das zum Empfang von Assis-
tenzinformationen von dem GNSS-Basisemp-
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fänger (32) eingerichtet ist;
einem Oszillator (25), der zum Erfassen und
Verfolgen der GNSS-Signale eingerichtet ist,
und
einem oder mehreren Prozessoren (20), dazu
eingerichtet, die Opportunitätssignale zu verar-
beiten und einen Frequenzversatz für den Os-
zillator (25) zu schätzen, der auf einer Differenz
zwischen den Frequenzen eines oder mehrerer
der empfangenen Opportunitätssignale, wie
durch die Vorstufe (28) bestimmt, und Sende-
frequenzen des einen oder der mehreren aus-
gewählten Opportunitätssignale beruht, und
den geschätzten Oszillator-Frequenzversatz
dazu zu benutzen, ein Suchfenster zum Erfas-
sen der GNSS-Satellitensignale zu minimieren,
wobei die Assistenzinformationen die Sendefre-
quenzen der Opportunitätssignale sind, und die
Sendefrequenzen durch den GNSS-Basisemp-
fänger (32) bestimmt werden, wenn der GNSS-
Basisempfänger (32) zu einer GNSS-Frequenz
phasensynchronisiert ist.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Fernempfänger
(22) ferner aufweist

ein Mittel (21, 27) zum Aktualisieren von Zeit
und Datum, und
der eine oder die mehreren Prozessoren (20)
bestimmen die Zeit mit einer Genauigkeit von
mehreren Mikrosekunden der GNSS-Zeit, aus-
gehend von der aktualisierten Zeit und einer Ti-
ming-Eigenschaft der Opportunitätssignale,
und eine Vorpositionierungscodesuche, basie-
rend auf bekannten Zeiten von Code-Chip-
Übertragungen von GNSS-Satelliten.

3. System nach Anspruch 2, wobei der eine oder die
mehreren Prozessoren (22) den geschätzten Stand-
ort des Empfängers (22) basierend auf den Sende-
frequenzen mehrerer Opportunitätssignale und Op-
portunitätssignalsender-Ortsinformationen bestim-
men.

4. System nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Fernempfänger
(22) ferner eine Verbindung zu einem Kommunika-
tionsnetzwerk (24) aufweist, wobei das Netzwerk die
Opportunitätssignalsender-Ortsinformationen dem
Empfänger über die Verbindung bereitstellt.

5. System nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Empfänger (22)
die Opportunitätssignale aus einer Liste geeigneter
Opportunitätssignale auswählt.

6. System nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Netzwerkver-
bindung einen Internetzugang bereitstellt.

7. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei

die Assistenzinformationen die aktuelle Zeit und
das aktuelle Datum, geschätzte Stadt- oder Ge-
biets-Ortsinformationen und einen Almanach
enthalten, und
der eine oder die mehreren Prozessoren (20)
sichtbare Satelliten und zugeordnete geschätz-
te Doppler-Versätze anhand der Assistenzinfor-
mationen bestimmen und die geschätzten Ver-
sätze nutzen, um das Suchfenster weiter zu mi-
nimieren.

8. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Opportunitäts-
signale auf Basis der Feldstärken der Signale am
Empfänger und/oder der Stabilität der Trägerfre-
quenzen ausgewählt werden.

Revendications

1. Système de réduction du temps pour atteindre une
première position de point de repère, le système
incluant :

un récepteur GNSS de base (32) adapté pour
acquérir et suivre des signaux satellites GNSS
et fournir des informations d’assistance ;
un récepteur GNSS éloigné (22) avec
un frontal radiofréquence (28) adapté pour re-
cevoir des signaux satellites GNSS et des si-
gnaux d’opportunité, le frontal radiofréquence
(28) incluant un ou plusieurs filtres de frontal
configurables adaptés pour balayer des signaux
d’opportunité de radiodiffusion et syntoniser à
des signaux d’opportunité sélectionnés ;
un moyen (26) adapté pour recevoir des infor-
mations d’assistance du récepteur GNSS de ba-
se (32) ;
un oscillateur (25) adapté pour être utilisé dans
l’acquisition et le suivi des signaux GNSS ; et
un ou plusieurs processeurs (20) adaptés pour
traiter les signaux d’opportunité et pour estimer
un décalage de fréquence pour l’oscillateur (25)
sur la base d’une différence entre les fréquences
d’un ou de plusieurs des signaux d’opportunité
reçus comme déterminés par le frontal (28) et
des fréquences de radiodiffusion des un ou plu-
sieurs signaux d’opportunité sélectionnés, et
pour utiliser le décalage de fréquence d’oscilla-
teur estimé pour réduire une fenêtre de recher-
che en vue d’acquérir les signaux satellites
GNSS,
dans lequel les informations d’assistance sont
les fréquences de radiodiffusion des signaux
d’opportunité, et les fréquences de radiodiffu-
sion sont déterminées par le récepteur GNSS
de base (32) lorsque le récepteur GNSS de base
(32) est verrouillé en phase sur une fréquence
GNSS.
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2. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le ré-
cepteur éloigné (22) inclut en outre

un moyen (21, 27) pour conserver l’heure et la
date en cours ; et
les un ou plusieurs processeurs (20) détermi-
nent une heure à plusieurs microsecondes près
de l’heure GNSS sur la base de l’heure en cours
conservée et d’une propriété de minutage des
signaux d’opportunité, et une recherche de code
de préposition sur la base des heures connues
de transmission de puce de code depuis des
satellites GNSS.

3. Système selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les
un ou plusieurs processeurs (22) déterminent l’em-
placement estimé du récepteur (22) sur la base des
fréquences de radiodiffusion de multiples signaux
d’opportunité et des informations d’emplacement
d’émetteur de signal d’opportunité.

4. Système selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le ré-
cepteur éloigné (22) inclut en outre une connexion
à un réseau de communication (24), le réseau four-
nissant les informations d’emplacement d’émetteur
de signal d’opportunité au récepteur sur la con-
nexion.

5. Système selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le ré-
cepteur (22) sélectionne les signaux d’opportunité
dans une liste de signaux d’opportunité utilisables.

6. Système selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la con-
nexion de réseau fournit un accès à Internet.

7. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel

les informations d’assistance incluent l’heure et
la date en cours, des informations d’emplace-
ment de ville ou de zone estimées et une éphé-
méride, et
les un ou plusieurs processeurs (20) détermi-
nent des satellites en vue et des décalages Dop-
pler estimés associés à l’aide des informations
d’assistance et utilisent les décalages estimés
pour réduire davantage la fenêtre de recherche.

8. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
signaux d’opportunité sont sélectionnés sur la base
des intensités de champ des signaux au niveau du
récepteur et/ou sur la stabilité des fréquences por-
teuses.
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